Out: Check the Back Seat

• In just 10 MINUTES, a car’s temperature can increase by 19°
• Before getting out of your car, check the back seat ... DON’T FORGET YOUR CHILD!
• NEVER leave your child alone in a car and CALL 911 IF YOU SEE ANY CHILD LOCKED IN A CAR!
• Place something in the back seat that you will need at work, school, or home (your laptop; your lunch).
**Getting In; Getting Out...**

**In:** Check Behind The Car

- **Before getting in the car and starting the engine,** walk around the car and **check for kids, toys, and pets!**
- Make sure there is **nothing under or behind your car** that could attract a young child.
- **Pick up toys, bikes, chalk or any type of equipment** around the driveway so that these items don’t entice kids to play.
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